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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dr Colin Prosser

I am writing this having just handed the presidency of the (Treasurer) on Council – there isn’t much that happens that
GA to my successor, Nick Pierpoint, at our AGM on May 4th, they are not involved with, in one form or another, and we
and I wish Nick well in fulfilling what I have found to be a are very lucky that they have chosen to apply themselves to
most enjoyable and rewarding role; I am sure the GA is in the successful running of the GA.
good hands. I cannot believe that two years have passed
In terms of GA business, our 2018 Annual Conference,
since I took over from
The Geology of Mordor –
Haydon Bailey. Having said
exploring the incredible
that,
when
I
became
mineral wealth of the Black
president in May 2016, we
Country,
planned
for
hadn’t had the Brexit vote,
Birmingham and the Black
David Cameron was Prime
Country (19-21 October) is
Minister and few believed
now open for registration
that Donald Trump could
and is sure to be an
possibly become President
extremely interesting few
of the USA. It has been a
days. We are exploring
period of very significant
options for the 2019 Annual
political and social change
Conference to be held in
but with 160 years of
Manchester so watch this
history behind us, the GA
space. In March, we met
has witnessed and survived
with the President and
many changes in the past
senior staff of the Geological
and continues to do what it
Society for one of our
does best, namely serve the
regular liaison meetings.
Figure 1: A parade of Presidents past and present. Left
interests of professional and to right: Nick Pierpoint, Rory Mortimore, Haydon Bailey, Our relationship remains
amateur geologists. In fact,
very
strong
but
with
Danielle Schreve, David Bridgland, Colin Prosser &
Susan Brown
I am extremely pleased with
presidents at both the GA
what has been achieved
over the last couple of years.
Highlights for me have included two very well attended
and successful Annual Conferences (Jurassic Coast 2016
and Cardiff 2017), establishment of the Annual GA Student
Symposia (GASS), introduction of a President’s Medal,
securing a lecture theatre at the Festival of Geology (FoG)
large enough to meet growing demand, revamping our
website, growing our social media profile, streaming Friday
lectures from Burlington House and building an increasingly
productive relationship with the Geological Society. In
addition to this, national and local lecture programmes,
local, national and international field trips, FoG, Curry Fund,
Rockwatch, Geolab, the GA calendar, assessing awards and
prizes, and publication of the PGA, the GA Magazine,
Geology Today, Earth Heritage, and our field guides all take
an immense amount of effort and commitment.
Perhaps the real measure of a group of people, or in our
case an association, is what happens when unexpected
challenges emerge and it was wonderful to see how
everyone pulled together to rescue our store of publications
and keep the GA Magazine going when our long-standing
printer went out of business and how people came forward
when we needed a new Editor-in-Chief for the PGA, a new
UK field secretary and extra cover on the Curry Fund
Committee due to illness. I would like to thank everyone in
local groups and on Council for helping to achieve
everything I have mentioned above, but in particular I
would like to thank Sarah and Geraldine in the office and Di
Clements (General Secretary) and Graham Williams

and the Geological Society
changing and with Nic Bilham, the society’s director of policy
and communications, moving on, there will be new faces
around the table next time. Importantly, we have also just
renewed our contract with Elsevier to publish the PGA.
One of my objectives for my time as president was to
highlight the excellent geoconservation work the GA already
does and to see what else could be done. After all, we need
exposed geology and accessible sites to do what we do in
the GA! I used my presidential addresses to highlight the
role the GA has played in geoconservation in the past and
what we might be able to contribute in future. We have
undertaken practical conservation work on the ground and
supported it through the Curry Fund for many years; but
now we are doing much more. The PGA is publishing a range
of papers underpinning geoconservation and exploring the
principles and practice behind it, we have taken on a lead
role in publishing Earth Heritage (the primary means of
sharing good practice in the UK), our annual conferences on
the Jurassic Coast and in South Wales have involved visits
to a geological World Heritage Site and UNESCO Global
Geopark, we have formally recognized and supported work
at the Wren’s Nest National Nature Reserve, engaged in the
various national Geodiversity Fora, responded to a number
of government consultations (the most recent being the
National Planning Policy Framework in May) and have
written in support when sites or museums have been under
threat. I am certain that the role of the GA in
geoconservation will be increasingly important in future and
I hope to stick around to be part of making this happen.
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REPORT FROM COUNCIL

By: Diana Clements

This is the time of year when we report on our Annual
Many thanks to all of you have returned the form
General Meeting. This year Colin Prosser steps down as confirming your details and how you wish to be contacted by
President and we elected Nick Pierpoint as our new President. the GA. As you are no doubt aware, the new Data Protection
As well as all his other duties, Colin has been a champion of Regulations come into force on 25 May and after that date we
geoconservation during his Presidency and will continue to may not be able to contact you by email about new activities
take that responsibility as Senior Vice President over the next and details of existing ones. By paying your subscription you
year. We believe the GA to be in a very healthy place at the will be entitled to receive PGA (if contracted to do so), the GA
present and thank Colin for guiding us through the last two Magazine and notices of AGM and SGMs (Special General
years and tackling the challenges that came along in a Meetings) as well as subscription renewals. We would like to
sensible manner. Nick has been a member of Council since continue to circulate all our members with the additional
2016 and Senior Vice-President for the past year. His information so do urge you to complete the form as soon as
background has been in the oil industry so he brings a possible. It is available on the GA website to download
completely new set of skills to the role. Nikki Edwards steps http://geologistsassociation. org.uk/about and you can either
down as Vice President but continues as a GA Postholder with complete electronically or by hand to return to Sarah in the
responsibility for Education. Liam Gallagher, our GA Magazine office.
editor has stepped up to Vice President for the next two
In order to comply with the new GDP regulations we will
years. We are sad to say goodbye to Geoff Swann (UK Field need to reissue the Rules and List of Members, deleting all
Meetings Secretary), Paul Olver (Membership Committee the addresses of our members. It seems sensible to take the
Chairman), Anthony Brook, Shaun Lavis and Roger Lloyd. We opportunity of tweaking some of our Regulations concerning
have agreed to co-opt John Cooper for his work on Facebook Awards before we reprint and so we will need to approve
although his official three years have also elapsed. We are them at a Special General Meeting to be held before the
pleased to welcome Alison Barraclough, Adrian Champion, lecture on 6 July. Details are published on p.11
Lucía Pérez-Díaz and David Ward. Sara Osman has been GA
Details of the GA Conference in Birmingham on 19-21
Librarian for some years and we are delighted that she is now October 2018 are well underway. The conference is entitled:
able to join us as a Council Member.
The Geology of Mordor: exploring the incredible geology and
At the AGM the Annual Report and Accounts were mineral wealth of the Black Country, that powered the
presented and received. They are placed on the GA website ‘workshop of the world’ and inspired iconic art and literature.
under About/Council. When
the Annual Report was
circulated to members the
new
password
for
the
Members Only area was
detailed in the covering letter.
This allows access to various
documents not accessible to
the public including the GA
Magazine and videos of the
GA talks (both are made
publicly available after one
year has lapsed). The new
website no longer requires a
User Name to access the
Members area and should you
have mislaid the password,
please contact Sarah in the
office. We hope that you like
the new layout of the
website. All the previous
information is still there but it
is designed to be compatible
with new technologies.
We
offer
many
congratulations to all our
Award Winners. Details of the
awards and the recipients can
Figure 1: Members of the GA wander amongst the amazing fossils at Moha’s
be found on pages 6 - 8.
warehouse, Erfoud, Morocco; many purchases were made!
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There is a flier on the back page of this edition of the GA
Magazine which has all the details and there is a booking
form on the back of the address label. Alternatively you can
book online. As well as an interesting line-up of speakers on
the Saturday there are 3 field trips to choose from on the
Sunday. The proceedings take place in Birmingham
University. There is a tour offered on the Friday afternoon of
the newly-furbished, award-winning Lapworth Museum and
the conference dinner will also take place in the Museum. Our
conference in Cardiff last year was very convivial and we are
expecting Birmingham to be similarly welcoming. We do hope

to see a number of our members at this very central location.
In April I was fortunate enough to go on the GA trip to
Morocco. It is an amazing country and for a palaeontologist
like myself, working on trilobites, I thought I was in heaven.
My thanks to Ian Sutton, our Overseas Field Meetings
Secretary for setting it up and our leaders David Martill and
Mohammed Segaoui for arranging it all, including a night in
the desert, arrived at by camel. A repeat trip is being
organised for 2019.

THE GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
Very many thanks to all those who have completed and returned their Confirmation of Details forms. This will enable
the GA to continue communicating with you about forthcoming events and other news items.
The new law came into force on 25th May 2018 and after that date all members will continue to receive GA publications
and official notices. We need to ensure that our records are up to date so if you haven't yet completed the form please
do so.
The GA Privacy Policy is available on the GA website alongside the Confirmation of Details form:
https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/about/. Please be assured that the GA never passes on your details to a 3rd party
except to enable it to mail out GA publications.
You can complete the form electronically and return to: admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk

We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:
Elected March 2018 – June 2018
Paul Atkinson

Isobel Brown

Christopher Card

Brendan Caulfield

Philip Copestake

Jennifer Ferrant

Martin Flower

Rob Gladstone

David Green

Colin Harding

John Harris

Peter Jones

Anthony Kirkham

Harold Langford

Susan Miles

Joshua Pike

Sheila Reid

Helen Robinson

Sam Scriven

Hassan Sheikh

Ladislav Stehlik

Joanna Tindall

George Wood

Deaths
During the past three months we have been made aware of the death of the following members:
Leslie Illing

Duncan Jeffray

Peter Long

Ronald Stanford

Betty Sutton

Michael Welland

Please notify us of any members that have died that you are aware of. We are always keen for short obituaries and/or a
photograph - so if you feel you would like to write one, please get in touch with the office.
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GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION AWARDS 2018

data sets to produce new tectonic and paleobathymetric
reconstructions. The scientific rigour and significance of the
thesis is reflected by the fact Lucía has published five wellcited articles in international peer-reviewed journals, based
on her thesis work, including one in Nature Scientific Reports.

FOULERTON AWARD

Lucía has been a convenor for both GA Student
Symposiums (GASS) – including GASS 2018. We are also
pleased to announce that she has agreed to be nominated for
GA Council.

The
award
is
presented to a GA
member for work of
merit connected with
the Association.
Jim Rose
For his contribution
to the GA, its members
and to geoscience,
during his period as
Editor-in-Chief of the
PGA (2009-2017). Jim
Rose has been an
active member and
champion of the GA for
almost 50 years. During nine years as Editor-in-Chief of the
PGA, through his leadership skills doubled the number of
published pages, increased the number of issues per year,
built a strong relationship with Elsevier, widened the scope of
the journal to encourage papers of societal relevance
(including geoconservation), and in doing so enhancing the
reputation and profile of both the PGA and the GA.
Jim is a great supporter of the GA, both through his actions
and words, and has made an outstanding contribution to the
GA’s scientific profile, reputation and financial security as well
as through sharing his immense knowledge of Quaternary
geology, process geomorphology, sedimentology, pedology
etc. with local groups and members.

HENRY STOPES MEDAL
A
bronze
medal
awarded once every 3
years for work on the
Prehistory of Man and
his
geological
environment.
The
recipient is invited to
give a lecture to GA
members.
Nick Ashton
Nick

is

a

leading

P a l a e o l i t h i c
archaeologist, one who
has embraced the links
between that discipline
and geology (as a context for this archaeology of the distant
past) in very much the way envisaged by the specification for
a Stopes medallist. As an archaeologist himself he has led a
team of Earth scientists, palaeontologists, geochronologists,

HALSTEAD AWARD

pedologists, and many volunteer diggers, and has pursued
numerous projects, most recently (and famously) the Ancient
Human Occupation of Britain project, funded by the

Given
to
an
individual that has
made a substantial
contribution in any
area of geology at an
early stage in their
career.

Leverhulme Trust. Through his career at the British Museum,

Lucía Pérez Díaz
Royal
Holloway,
University of London.

the ‘digs’ at Pakefield and then Happisburgh that revealed the

Lucía’s PhD thesis
was completed in the
field of geophysics,
making use of large
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Nick has set about the task of placing the important work of
his predecessors in the public domain, and has improved our
understanding of important sites and their place in the early
archaeological record in Britain. That record became even
earlier as a result of Nick’s work for the Ancient Human
Occupation of Great Britain (AHOB) project, for which he led
assemblages of artefacts that have pushed the occupation of
Britain back to the latter part of the Early Pleistocene.
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GA AWARDS (continued)

HALSTEAD MEDAL
The Halstead Medal
is presented for work
of outstanding merit,
deemed to further the
objectives
of
the
Association and to
promote Geology.
John Cope
Awarded to mark
John’s
immense
contribution to the GA
over
many
years,
manifested recently in
his writing of GA
Guides to the Dorset
Coast
2016,
and
Devon 2017, leading of trips to SW England and South Wales
and through editing a PGA Special issue commemorating the
work and interests of John Calloman.
Many have benefited over many years from his extensive
knowledge and his willingness to share and help others in the
discipline of geology. Over his long career, John has
demonstrated through his actions, the ethos and values of
the Geologists’ Association.

CURRY MSc PRIZE
The prize is awarded for one or more Masters degree
theses on a geology-related topic arising from an MSc taught
course in a UK university, and considered to be of
outstanding quality in the opinion of the judging panel. This
year it was impossible to decide between the best two it was
agreed that rather than split the award, each will receive a
winners Award.
Winner 1: Yerlan
Mukanov Aberdeen
University. Thesis title:
Characterisation
of
productive intervals
using
temperature
monitoring during well
testing.
Winner 2: Jasmine
Isabella
Walker
(pictured)
Royal
Holloway University of
London.
Thesis
title:
A
taphonomic analysis of
a late Pleistocene pollen
and vertebrate bone assemblage from Gully Cove, Somerset.

RICHARDSON AWARD
Awarded for the best
research-based paper
in the 2017 volume of
PGA.
Terry Hardaker
For his paper: Lower
Palaeolithic artefacts in
surface contexts in
Britain with special
reference
to
the
Northern
Drift
(Oxfordshire)
and
Warren Hill (Suffolk).
PGA 128(5), (2017) 303-325.

IVOR TUPPER AWARD

Designed to give
financial assistance to
(a)
deserving
undergraduate(s) in
their second, third or
fourth
year
at
university,
studying
Geology
or
Earth
Sciences.
Winner: Lewis
Barwell
Derby

Runners up:
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Daisy Jennings-Grey

Imperial College,
London

Stella Linnekogelo

St Andrews

Elizabeth Bates

Newcastle
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GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION AWARDS 2018 (continued)

2008, managing our
finances,
including
investments. His wellinformed approach has
increased the funds
available to support the
GA’s work, and assist
students
and
GA
members through GA
grants. He is greatly
valued by those that
work with him, not least
by all of the Presidents
that he has worked with
and the staff in the GA

PRESIDENT’S MEDAL
This is the second occasion on which this Medal has been
Awarded and is given in acknowledgement of long-service
contribution to the continued administration and benefit of
the Geologists’ Association. The Medal is for extended work
of merit connected with the Association; it is open to both
Council and non-Council members.
Graham Williams
For the GA to meet its charitable aims of promoting the
study and enjoyment of geology, a well-managed and
healthy financial base is essential.
Graham, has been a GA member since 1967, a Council
member since 2004, and a long-standing member and
driving force in the Farnham Geological Society. The GA is
very lucky to have him as treasurer, a post he has held since

A

office.
Graham is a very worthy recipient of the President’s Medal
and we all hope to continue to see him doing his ‘hard sell’
of GA guides and other products at the Festival of Geology
for many more years to come.

Geo-East Field Visit
Wednesday July 11th 2018
The Pliocene Forest,
Sutton, Suffolk
and Bawdsey, Suffolk coast
Hosted by GeoSuffolk

To register, e-mail:
Naomi.Stevenson@naturalengland.org.uk

Photo: Barry Hall, GeoSuffolk
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GA COUNCIL

June 2018

OFFICERS
President:

Nicholas Pierpoint

president@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Senior Vice-President:

Dr Colin Prosser

Vice Presidents:

Professor David Bridgland (Chair of Publications Committee)
Dr Liam Gallagher (GA Magazine editor) gamagazine@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Treasurer:

Dr Graham Williams

General Secretary:

Diana Clements

treasurer@geologistsassociation.org.uk

POSTHOLDERS
Curry Fund & Awards Committee:
SchoolRocks!

Dr Haydon Bailey

Student Liason & Social Media:

Dr Rebecca Bell

Rockwatch Chairman:

Susan Brown Rockwatch@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Minutes Secretary:

Dr Sandy Colville-Stewart

Secretary to Publications Committee:

Prof. John Cosgrove

Education Matters:

Nikki Edwards

UK Field Meetings Secretary:

Graham Hickman fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Archivist & Curry Fund Secretary:

Dr Jonathan Larwood

Meetings Secretary:

Dr Michael Oates

Librarian:

Sara Osman

Overseas Field Meetings Secretary:

Dr Ian Sutton

Co-opted: Guides Editor:

Prof. Susan Marriott

Co-opted: Awards Panel Secretary:

Barbara Cumbers awards@geologistsassociation.org.uk

NON-COUNCIL POSTHOLDERS
Proceedings Editor-in-Chief:

Prof. Malcolm Hart

Executive Secretary:

Sarah Stafford admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk

ORDINARY MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
Alison Barraclough, Adrian Champion, Jon Clatworthy (co-opted 2018 conference), John Cooper (co-opted Facebook),
Rhian Kendall, Gerald Lucey (co-opted Photo competition& fliers), Dr Lucia Perez-Diaz, Dr Thomas Phillips (co-opted
student representative), David Ward
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Evening Lecture: Middle Jurassic mammals and the freshwater fossil
vertebrate fauna of the Isle of Skye, Scotland

July 6th, 2018

By: Elsa Panciroli, University of Edinburgh & National Museums Scotland
Elsa Panciroli is a
palaeontologist
at
National
Museums
Scotland and the
University
of
Edinburgh. She is
currently completing
her PhD on the origin
and evolution of
mammals, focusing
on
the
exquisite
fossil
mammal
material found on
the Isle of Skye. She
Figure 1: Palaeoxonodon
is a member of two
research
teams
not unlike the Florida Everglades today. This depositional
working on fossils from Skye, and is the first female member
setting preserves some of the most complete Jurassic
of PalAlba. Elsa also writes for various science publications, as
mammal skeletons outside China. Unlike similar-aged sites in
well as The Guardian newspaper, addressing topics in
England, and Late Jurassic sites in Portugal and North
palaeontology and evolution.
America, microvertebrate fossils from the Kilmaluag
Discoveries of Middle Jurassic (Bathonian) fossils on Skye
Formation are most often recovered as associated skeletons,
more than forty years ago were the first of their kind in
or associated skeletal elements. This is partly taphonomic,
Scotland. Yielding an assemblage of small vertebrates,
but is also the result of the resistance of the limestone matrix
including early mammals, salamanders and lizards. Since
to bulk processing. Specimens are instead found by eye, cut
then, the Kilmaluag Formation, in which they were found, has
from the exposure, and visualised using micro-CT and
become one of the most productive sites for Middle Jurassic
synchrotron scans. This process preserves their positions
microvertebrate fossils in the UK. Previously, such fossils
within the matrix, and causes minimal damage, in contrast to
came almost exclusively from deposits in England, notably
the disarticulated remains picked-through after bulk
the Forest Marble Formation, Oxfordshire. In the last decade,
processing.
fieldwork by a multi-institutional team led by researchers
The unique, three-dimensional preservation of mammals
from National Museums Scotland and the University of Oxford
from the Kilmaluag Formation provides new insights to early
has led to new and significant discoveries, suggesting Skye is
mammal diversity, anatomy and ecology. Research currently
of international significance for small vertebrate remains.
underway on this internationally significant fossil material will
While other Middle Jurassic deposits on Skye represent
add much-needed detail to our increasingly vivid picture of
marine to brackish environments, the Kilmaluag Formation is
the rich ecosystems of the Middle Jurassic.
predominantly freshwater; a non-saline lagoon environment

Evening Lecture: Redrawing the geological map of South Wales

September 6th, 2018

By: Prof. John C. W. Cope, National Museum Wales
Some time ago a keen extramural class in Swansea
University requested that a future course should involve
more fieldwork, so a course was devised that involved
the geological mapping of an area of little-known ground
in Carmarthenshire, South Wales. The results of this
mapping exceeded all expectations, with major geological
discoveries resulting from some of the first forays into
the area. These were only the precursors to further
major finds, resulting in the discovery of the earliest
examples of several fossil groups and the discovery of
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new outcrops of some of the oldest rocks and the oldest
fossils in the whole of Wales. The fossil finds in this area
have had a major influence on contemporary ideas for the
early evolution of some of these fossil groups and the
subsequent redrawing of the geological map of South Wales.
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GA RULES REVISION

As a result of the new Data Protection Guidelines that come into force on 25th May 2018, Council is preparing to reprint
the GA Rules & Regulations without the list of Members’ addresses. There have been some minor amendments to our
existing Award Regulations that Council wish to include in the updated publication.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION
This is to give notice that there will be a Special General Meeting of the Geologists’ Association
at 18:00 on Friday 6th July 2018 at Burlington House, London
Agenda
To revise the Rules & Regulations of the Geologists’ Association (details below)
1.
UKOGL Fund – to extend to non final-year students and add deadline for nomination.
2.
Tupper Prize – change closing date to 15th January.
3.
Richardson Award – to tighten the wording to be unambiguous.
GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION PROPOSED REGULATION CHANGES TO THE RULES & REGULATIONS PUBLISHED
6th January 2017 (for approval at the Special General Meeting on 6th July 2018)
THE UKOGL FUND (UK Onshore Geophysical Library) for final year MGeol / MSci undergraduates
4.
The UKOGL Fund is designed to give financial assistance, in the form of a sum of up to £600, to each of one or more
deserving students in the final year of their enhanced and extended MGeol / MSci undergraduate courses in earth sciences
at a UK University to assist in the preparation of a thesis, preferably relevant to the geology of onshore areas of the United
Kingdom.
To Read
4.
The Fund is designed to give financial assistance, in the form of a sum of up to £600, to each of one or more
deserving students undertaking an enhanced and extended MGeol (or equivalent) undergraduate course in earth sciences
at a UK University to assist in the preparation of a thesis, preferably relevant to the geology of onshore areas of the United
Kingdom.
5.
Nominations must be made during the penultimate year of the student’s course through the student’s Head of
Department, giving details of the proposed thesis, and only one nomination per degree programme can be accepted.
To Read
5.
Nominations must be made by the student’s Head of Department, and only one nomination per degree programme
can be accepted.
Add:
6.
The deadline for nominations is 15th January. Results will be notified in February. Nomination forms should be emailed or sent by post to the Geologists’ Association.
THE IVOR TUPPER FUND OF THE GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION
4.
The deadline for applications is 15th November and successful nominees will be notified by April of the following
year. Nomination forms should be e-mailed or sent by post to the Geologists’ Association.
To read
4.
The deadline for applications is 15th January and successful nominees will be notified by April. Nomination forms
should be e-mailed or sent by post to the Geologists’ Association.
THE RICHARDSON AWARD REGULATIONS
4.
The object of the Award is to recognise an important research project within the geosciences, and the Award shall
be made for the best research-based paper in each annual volume of the Proceedings of the Geologists' Association.
To read
4.
The object of the Award is to recognise an important research project within the geosciences, and the Award shall
be made for the best research-based paper in each annual volume of the Proceedings of the Geologists' Association with
authorship that includes a GA member (s) at the time of submission.
5.
At the December meeting of Council, the President shall invite members of Council to nominate papers to receive
the Award; nominations to reach the General Secretary by 15th January. Following the deadline for the receipt of
nominations, the Medals and Awards Committee shall meet before the February meeting of Council to discuss the
nominations and to recommend a paper to receive the Award. The recommendation of the Medals and Awards Committee
shall be presented at the February meeting of Council.
To read
5.
At the December meeting of Council, the President shall invite members of Council to nominate papers to receive
the Award; nominations to reach the General Secretary by 15th January. Following the deadline for the receipt of
nominations, the Medals and Awards Committee shall meet before the February meeting of Council to discuss the
nominations and to recommend a paper to receive the Award. The recommendation of the Medals and Awards Committee
shall be presented at the February meeting of Council. The Award will be presented at the AGM which is usually held in
May.
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Geologists' Association

Geology Photographic
Competition 2018
Please note the closing date of Friday 14 September 2018
A great opportunity for imaginative photography! Geology is all around us
impacting on our daily lives. It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our
streets as well as on mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries.

Anyone can enter and your pictures may have
been taken at any time.
Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic. These
will be put on display at the Festival of Geology, University College London
on 3 November 2018.

First Prize £100, Second Prize £50, 3rd Prize £25

Your chance to have your picture in
next year’s GA Calendar!
Your entries will also be considered for inclusion in the 2019
GA Calendar which will be on sale at the Festival of Geology.
Pictures may also be published in the Geologists' Association
magazine and used for publicising and promoting the work of
the Association (full credit will be given).
Entry forms are available on the GA website (click on the link on the
homepage). www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
or by telephoning the GA office on 020 7434 9298.
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Evening Lecture: A sceptical look at the Dino-Bird controversy

February 2nd, 2018

By Mike Howgate
To most interested lay-people, and even
Deinonychus antirrophus, the prototype
most vertebrate palaeontologists, the
‘Raptor’, as the putative bird-ancestor by
theory that birds arose from a group of
comparing its osteology with that of
Theropod dinosaurs is now regarded as an
Archaeopteryx (however, there are many
incontestable fact. However, it is still only
more differences than similarities); Mike
one of the theories put forward about the
Raath came up with a variation of this
evolution of birds and this talk looked at
theory; Peter Galton published one paper in
the evidence and then suggested an
the early 1970’s suggesting birds were
alternative ancestor for the avian lineage.
descended from an Ornithopod; at the same
time Alick Walker published papers
The theory that birds arose from
suggesting they evolved from early
dinosaurs really got going in 1998 with the
Crocadilomophs; finally Gerhardt Heillman
fossils that were coming out of China.
suggested that they are descended from
Articles appeared in magazines and
Pseudosuchian Thecodonts. Of these
newspapers about dinosaurs taking flight
theories only two remain, Ostrom’s and
including one by Richard Fortey in BIRDS
Heillman’s.
the magazine of the RSPB.
As well as finding an ancestor for birds we
Mike started by outlining the position of
Archaeopteryx as the quintessential example of an also need to find a progenitor that evolved flight. If you look
intermediate between two classes of organisms - reptiles and around today you can see intermediates, but Archaeopteryx
birds. Richard Owen produced the first detailed description of was bipedal as well. There are two theories, either ‘down
Archaeopteryx lithographica in his classic monograph in the from the trees’ or ‘up from the ground’. With the former there
Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. including a lifesize lithograph. What would be several intermediate forms, a parachuter, a glider,
Owen was really interested in were the feathers of the wing a powered glider and finally an active flyer, which fits well
which are just like that of a modern bird even though they with all modern and fossil gliders. However, the latter theory
are from the Upper Jurassic and also the furcular (wishbone) involves having a whole range of avian pre-adaptations
which is diagnostic of birds. Those who went on the GA trip already in place at a pre-flying stage, in order to get lift-off
to Germany saw an example in the Jura Museum, Eichstatt from the ground in the first place. These include an
aerodynamic avian wing,
which was described as a
powerful pectoral muscles
feathered predatory dinosaur
and a fully developed supra(Theropoda) of the family of
coracoideus pulley system to
primitive
birds
power the recovery stroke
(Archaeopteryx) as if it was a
(this is a complicated tendon
fact. All birds are now
– have a look at it next time
described
as
theropod
you carve a chicken for your
dinosaurs. Even T. Rex is now
Sunday lunch!) No one has
depicted
covered
in
come up with any satisfactory
‘protofeathers’ (although no
idea of how these developed
one has actually found a T.
in
a
bipedal
theropod
Rex with these), so it fits into
dinosaur.
the current cladogram. The
only people who don’t believe
The final half of the talk
this theory are called BANDits
concentrated on a number of
(Birds Are Not Dinosaurs),
areas of contention. Starting
MANIACs (Maniraptorans Are
with
the
so
called
Not
In
Actuality
‘protofeathers’
and
the
Figure 1: reconstruction of the dinosaur
Coelurosaurs) or ABSURDISTS.
Chinese ‘feathered dinosaurs’,
Juravenator starki with a ruff of ‘protofeathers’
specifically on two alleged
There have been a number of
dino-birds
which
featured
other theories put forward to
explain which group of reptiles could best be considered the prominently in the ‘Dinosaurs of China’ exhibition last year at
direct ancestor of the avian lineage: Andreas Wagner was the Nottingham. The first is Sinosauropteryx prima, a
first person to describe Archaeopteryx, he wanted to call it compsognathid dinosaur which is supposed to exhibit
Griphosaurus describing it as a type of pterosaur; Thomas ‘protofeathers’ but all it has is a fuzz along its back and tail,
Henry Huxley suggested Archaeopteryx was nearest to a tiny which looks more like fur. An alternative suggestion is they
dinosaur called Compsognathus (but he only had one are collagen fibres supporting some structure that ran along
dinosaur to compare it with); John Ostrom later postulated the back.
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The alleged ‘Therapod’
furcula. As soon as Ostrom
came up with his theory the
hunt was on to find dinosaurs
with furculae. A sketch
cladogram
shows
the
distribution of furculae in the
Theropoda after Nesbitt et
al.1 BANDits don’t believe
this. Using Allosaurus as an
example, Mike then showed
us that a set of fossil bones
interpreted as ventral ribs
(also called abdominal ribs or
gastralia) in 1976 by Madsen,
had
by
1996
been
reinterpreted as furculae. All
have oddly shaped chamfered
ends which are classic ventral
rib contacts. Looking back to
the original description of
Allosaurus, the same bone
was described as a double
abdominal rib. Could it be a
furcula? It was found within a
mass of abdominal rib bones
Figure 2: Microraptor gui, the alleged four-winged flying dinosaur. The first thing preserved in articulated form,
to note is when it was brought by the IVPP, it was a fake. There is a gap in the
so the original description
specimen where the front end of the skull would be. It has been so obviously
seems more likely. Going
faked that this section was removed when it was first described in Nature
back
even
further
to
Another example, seen at the Jura museum was a Poekilopleuron bucklandii, probably the 4th dinosaur
reconstruction of the dinosaur Juravenator starki with a ruff discovered. This specimen has a full gastral basket, each one
of ‘protofeathers’ (see Figure 1), but when you look at the of these bones if found on its own could be described as a
fossil there is no sign of anything until you get to the tail, furcula, however, they were found together and are obviously
where you get some collagen structures, but are they under gastralia. Unfortunately, this specimen was destroyed in
the scaly area or not? Something that looks the same have 1944, however, a cast of it was made which can be seen in
been found around the upper jaw of an Ichthyosaur, they the Natural History Museum in Paris.
have been identified as collagen fibres. So when someone
What is the most likely ancestor of birds? Mike’s suggestion
says ‘protofeathers’ are they just collagen fibres?
is not a direct ancestor, but it shows you what was
The second alleged dino-bird in the ‘Dinosaurs of China’ happening. It is from the Triassic, where you would expect
exhibition was Microraptor gui, the alleged four-winged flying avian evolution to have started to produce something with a
dinosaur. The first thing to note is when it was brought by the fully avian wing by the Upper Jurassic. It has huge elongated
IVPP, it was a fake. There is a gap in the specimen where the scales, and an odd curved bone between the skull and the
front end of the skull would be. It has been so obviously ribs, a classic furcula. It is called Longisquama insignis and is
faked that this section was removed when it was first a much better precursor to the avian condition than the
described in Nature (see Figure 2). Also, part of the area of Lower Cretaceous Sinosauropteryx prima and it is in the right
feathers was from the counter-slab, which had been patched time frame as well.
in to make it look good. Selling fossils is a big money earner
Mike finished by suggesting that the term ‘protofeathers’
this area of China. Finally, looking at the metatarsals, there should be abandoned as the ‘default option’ for
are two together and then a single one at a difference angle. integumentary structures on Theropods. That ‘Messel Pit’
It is exactly the same as found in Archaeopteryx, so it is an style of preparation be adopted as standard for all important
archaeopterygiform bird and not a dinosaur at all.
species of the Jehol fauna and that all alleged ‘Therapod
The digit problem. Palaeontological evidence shows three furculae’ be re-assessed.
digits of the Theropod dinosaur hand are 1, 2 & 3 while
This talk made those present think, not just about the topic
embryological evidence shows the avian wing is made up of of the talk, but also about how evidence is assessed and
digits 2, 3 & 4. How do you derive the second from the first, interpreted.
you can’t, you have to go back to a progenitor that had a
least four digits. In order to get around this problem several
Reference:
hypotheses have been put forward by the dino-bird theory
1.
Nesbitt S.J., Turner A.H., Spaulding M., Conrad J.L.,
supporters: the lateral shift; the homeotic frame-shift; Norell M. A. The theropod fucula. J Morphol 2009, 270: 856phylogenetic transformation of digit development; re- 79.
patterning of cell fates; cylopamine induced alteration of
development pathways; and Hox genes, so you can take your
Lesley Exton
pick!
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Evening Lecture: The birth, life, and death of volcanoes

April 6th, 2018

By Dr. Craig Magee, Imperial College London
Volcanoes are studied because they are
dangerous. We want to predict and
mitigate volcanic hazards. Mt Etna, Italy,
where BBC journalists were caught out,
Unzen volcano, Kyûshû, Japan, where the
pyroclastic density current went over the
hill killing the French volcanologists, Mount
St Helens and Mount Vesuvius (Pompeii)
are just a few examples of these natural
hazards related to volcanism.
As more people start to live and work
around volcanoes the problems of trying to
mitigate and predict when they are going
to erupt grows. e.g. Mexico City population
8.8 M is less than 50km away from
Popocatepetl and some of the ancient
eruptions are beneath the city. Catania,
population 200,000 is at the foot of Mount
Etna and Naples, population 1 M sits within Campi Flegrei a
giant super-volcano. Yellowstone is another super-volcano
and there a further nine around the Pacific ring of fire. We
even have our own super-volcano, Glencoe (although it is 460
Ma old).
How do we try and understand volcanic systems? There are
a number of different approaches: you can go into the field
and look at their external morphology, you can go to where
they are eroded and look at their intrusion morphology, you
can look at their petrology, what are the crystals telling us
and also their geochemistry. However, each of these only
gives a small piece of the puzzle. You can’t see the whole
thing. We can try and guess what is going on through
geophysical and various modelling techniques, but we can’t
see the system in four dimensions (4D), time is very
important.
These limitations mean we are stuck with the current
theory: melting in the mantle, the magma raises up, gets
stuck in a magma chamber, then dykes and sheet intrusions
bring the magma to the surface. How do we test this theory?
Can use oil industry acquired seismic data. A ship goes out
and fires acoustic energy down into the earth’s subsurface.
Where that energy meets boundaries between rock layers
that have different rock properties (acoustic impedance)
some of that energy gets reflected and this can be measured
when it comes back to the surface (reflection seismology). It
is rather like taking an ultrasound of the earth. Seismic
velocity and density varies as a function of rock properties
and igneous rocks have very different physical properties to
sedimentary rocks. Therefore, you can see the intrusions and
map them out in 3D. But you always must bear in mind what
things look like in the field.
How do volcanoes grow? Can use time lapse photography
to see what happens in the present e.g. Mount St Helens. So,
we do have the option of going to active volcanoes and
looking at how they grow, but we are only seeing part of the

process. You could measure their external
morphology, the general assumption is
where there are small volcanoes and big
volcanoes, over time the small volcanoes
will become big ones. But is this true?
Seismic reflection data had been used to
map about 30 volcanoes, 42 Ma old buried
in the subsurface of the Ceduna sub-basin,
Australia. The summit heights and
dimensions were measured and plotted.
This showed as their basal diameter
increases so does their volume and summit
height. So, can come up with some models
on how the volcanoes grow, diameter
increases with height as the volume
increases. The problem with the field is if
you then want to then look inside you then
have to go to an eroded volcano, but then
the external morphology has been eroded away. Need to be
able to link the external and internal. Using the Ceduna subbasin data you can see a series of reflections which can be
collated to the volcano growth (lava flows and ash flows) so
can test the model. So, using the seismic reflection data you
can work out how the volcano grew.
The second half of the talk looked at the speaker’s main
interest, the plumbing of volcanoes. Imagine a volcano as a
tap, there is a whole network of pipes that bring the water to
the tap, it is the same with lava. The current paradigm is that
this is a vertically dominated system. Magma in the mantle
melts, rises up, may store in places forming magma
chambers, then eventually reach the surface. Is this right and
how do we test this model?
How this system works is important. When a volcano erupts
there is often a lot of signals that go off telling us something
is going to happen, particularly ground deformation. As
magma gets close to the surface it needs to make room for
itself, so it moves rock around and deforms the surface e.g
Alu, Ethiopia, pre-eruption there was a 29 cm uplift, coeruption there was up to 1.9 m subsidence across the area.
This was measured by satellite radar. Ground deformation
requires three phases of magma movement, in this case:
deflating reservoir at 4 km, tabular sill at 1 km and dyke
feeding lava flow.
To do this you have to assume several things:
•
•
•

Surface uplift/subsidence response to underlying
magma movement
Magnitude and shape of surface uplift/subsidence
reflects intrusion geometry, shape, location, pressure
Host rock deforms by elastic blending

If we look at the Ceduna sub-basin data which goes down
9-10 km. There are no magma chambers. There are saucer
shaped sills to one side. Above all the intrusions are domes.
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These domes are forced faults, the ground has risen to make
room for the magma. Going back to the assumptions: while
the intrusion does underlie the fold, the fold geometry does
not always reflect the sill geometry and the fold volume may
not equal the sill volume. So, when we try and model in the
field we have to take into account that these assumptions
may be wrong. If the amount of magma is underestimated,
we could potentially could be underestimating the size of the
eruption.
The growth of intrusions can happen over long periods of
time e.g. 15Ma offshore New Zealand. Magma was coming up
in small pulses and the ground surface went up, then some
escaped and the ground surface went back down (breathing).
This is exactly what we see on a much smaller scale at active
volcanoes.
Are dykes needed? When you think of sills and dykes you
think of them as planar surfaces, but that is not quite true. If
you look in detail, there are often little steps. These represent
the amalgamation of lots of little segments. Feelers go out
and find their way through the rock, then the rest of the
magma follows, and you get a sheet. The long axis of these
subtle features give us an idea of how the magma moved
through the subsurface, a magma flow indicator. Looking in
detail at one of the intrusions in the Faroe-Shetland Basin,
you can see the reflection is segmented, there are lots of little
steps. From looking at the patterns and geometry of these
steps you can work out the magma intruded in the south and
moved north in a series of flows. The sills are interconnected

and there is lateral flow of up to 40km.
But how ubiquitous are laterally extensive sill complexes?
Some examples include: Irish Rockall Basin 60 km; Møre &
Vøring basins, off-shore Norway >20 km; Karoo-Ferrar large
igneous province 153 Ma, two complexes the Karow basin,
South Africa, these sills cover an area the size of Spain and
the Ferrar sill, Antarctica, these sills extend over 4,100 km
(there is no evidence that magma came up vertically);
Yigarm Craton, Australia, single sills 400 km long within
igneous rocks. They are all over the world.
Seismic reflection is a powerful but underused tool in
volcanology. It can be used to unravel the lifecycle in volcano
and shed light on how volcanoes deform prior to and during
an eruption. We can see that the vertically dominated model
is not always correct, sill-complexes can facilitate significant
lateral magma transport.
Finally, he left us with some outstanding questions: How
dominant is the vertically stated model? How is sill intrusion
driven for 1,000’s km laterally? How do sill-complexes
influence plate tectonics? Does a laterally dominant system
impact previous interpretations?

Lesley Exton

Interested in Geology?
Why not join us at
Hertfordshire Geological Society

Lectures on the 2nd Thursday of each month at Oakland College , St Albans AL4 0XS
Wide range of topics: from Trilobites to Meteorites, and from Local to Global Geology
Field Meetings: Day trips to key geological sites and museums
Longer trips to explore regional geology in the UK and beyond
See website for details of lecture programme and field meetings

Visitors always welcome
http://www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk/
Contact the Society’s Secretary:
hgs_secretary@btinternet.com
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SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY should you be unsure about either the risks involved or your ability to participate safely, you must seek advicce from the GA offfice
before booking. Please make sure that you study any risk assessment or safety briefing and that you have all the safety equipment specified. You must declare, at
the time off booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your ability to safely attend a fieeld meeting. You may be asked to provvide further
information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use whilst attending a field meeting. In order to en
nsure the safety off all participants, the GA reserves the right
to limit or refuse attendance at field meetings.
EMERGENCY CONTACT if you are lost or late for the start off a meetin
ng, an emergency contact is available dur
d ing UK field meetings by calling thee GA mobile phone
07724 133290. The mob
bile
il phone will only
l be switch
hed on just before and durin
i g field
i ld meettin
i gs. For routin
i e enquir
i ie
i s ple
l ase call the GA office on the usual number.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for another member to
provide a lifft or collect you from the nearest railway station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before booking. Please indicate when booking, iff you
are able to offfer a lift.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant. Further details are available on
request from the GA offfice.
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent for
o ATOL holders in respect off air flights included in field meetings. All flights are ATOL protected
by the Civil Aviation Authority. Field meetings off more than 24 hours duration or including accommodation are subject to the Package Travel Regulations 1992. The
information provided does not constitute a brochure under these Regulations.

Graham Hickman arranges UK field meetings and Ian Sutton is respo
p nsible for overseas excursions. Website for further details
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/ukfield.html; www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/overseasfield.html
BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT: These should be made through Sarah
a by email: fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk phone 020 7
7434 9298 or
through the GA website. Please give an email and emergency contact number. Unless otherwise stated the cost is £5 per day for members. Locations
and timings of field trips will be given nearer the time and once payment has been received. Field meetings are open to non-members but subject to a £5
surcharge on top of the normal administration fee, priority will be given to GA Members. Book online or cheques should be made out to Geologists’
Association. Where places are limited, a system of first come, first served will operate so do book early. Some meetings may have restrictions on age
(especially for under 16s) or be physically demanding. If you are
e uncertain, please ask.
GA UK FIELD MEETINGS 2018
The Geology of the Bardon Hill Quarry Extension
– Charnwood Forest
Leader: Eddie Bailey
Sunday 17 June
*POSTPONED*
Building Stones Walk - London
Leader: Dr Ruth Siddall UCL
Thursday 7 June
This evening walk will be looking at the diffferent
building stones used in London. The walk will start
at 6pm near Monument Tube Station and finish
near Tower Bridge.
Cost & booking: this is an outreach event so will
cost £5 for all.
Wealden Excursion
Leader: Peter Austen & Ed Jarzembowski
Sunday 29 July
This trip will be to one of the working pits in the
Wealden Clay of south-east England. The venue
will be confirmed later so as to take advantage of
conditions at the time.
Equipment: Hard hat, high viz jacket and suitable
footwear. Bring a packed lunch.
Presidential Field trip
Berkhamsted and Potten End
Leader: Nick Pierpoint
Saturday 14 July
This trip to the Chilterns will examine; some
intriguing gravel deposits recently interpreted to
be marine in origin, Puddingstones, Sarsenstones
and to trace the stream bed and examine swallow
holes within a dry valley.
Weekend trip: Lower Cretaceous of the Isle of
Purbeck area and The Etches Collection Leader:
Simon Penn (rescheduled from March)
Saturday 8 & Sunday 9 September
This two-day excursion will focus on the upper
Jurassic and lower Cretaceous geology and
palaeontology of the Isle off Purbeck. There will be
a Saturday evening talk from Simon Penn in
Swanage and a visit to Kimmeridge Bay and the
Etches Collection museum on the Sunday. Starting
10am at Langton Matravers.
Accommodation & Transport: Attendees will be
responsible ffor
or booking their own overnight
accommodation and transportation will be by
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shared private cars.
Cost: £10 per
e person.
Yorkshire Co
oast
Postponed to April 2019
Details have still to be finalised, but the intention
of this trip is to coincide with the newly updated
GA guide to the Yorkshire Coast.
Trips after Birmingham GA Conference
Sunday 21 October
Details on conference advertisement on GA Annual
conference.
OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS 2018
Geological Highlights of Morocco
April 1 – 10, 2019
Leaders Moham
hamed Segaoui (Morocco-GeoTravel) and Professor Dave Martill (University of
Portsmouth))
Provisional Itinerary available on request.
Return Flightts to and from Marrakesh are not
included in the tour fee. You may book your own
flights or we will be happy to arrange them for
you. You must arrive in Marrakesh on the evening
of April 1 so that the group will leave Marrakesh
early on April 2.
The packagee we have arranged includes nine
nights accommodation
mmodation at good class hotels
throughout the tour on a halff board basis and
picnic-lunches
es provided by Mohamed.Travel will
be 4x4 vehicles.
ehicles. Your fee also includes
leadership o
of the tour by Mohamed Segaoui and
Dave Martill and a tour brochure. It is based on
two people sharing twin or double rooms. A single
supplement of £200 is available for a very limited
number of rooms.
o
Cost for the tour £950 (Single
supplement £200).
Please note these are provisional fees based on
current exch
hange rates and may have to change
with any variation of sterling rates.
Please register
ter interest with Sarah at the GA
Office.      
     
GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) & AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Amateur Geological Society
http://amgeos
osoc.wordpress.com
starfields@tis
i cali.co.uk
June 12 Chedda
d r Man and how researchers
obtained all that surprising information about the

physical appearance off our earlieest ancestor - Dr
Tom Booth
July 10 New Zealand Geology - Ros Mercer
August 14 AGS Members evening.
Association of Welsh RIGS Groups
www.wcva.org.uk//members-partners/nvosearch/detail?id=906675
Avon RIGS http://avonrigsoutcro
op.blogspot.co.uk//
Bath Geological Society
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk
Bedfordshire Geology Group We
eb:
www.bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk
Belfast Geologists’ Society
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk
Black Country Geological Society
www.bcgs.inffo
June 9 Field meeting: Palaeozoic sites of the Black
Country – Andrew Harrison.
July 21 Field meeting: Nottingham’s Sandstone
Caverns – Tony Waltham.
August 18 Field meeting: Wren’s Nest
Brighton & Hove Geological Society
www.bhgs.org
Bristol Naturalists’ Society
www.bristolnats.org.uk/geology
British Micromount Society
http://britishmicromountsociety.homestead.com
Bucks Geology Group www.bucksgeology.org.uk
Cambridgeshire Geological Socie
ety
www.cambsgeology.org
Carn Brea Mining Society
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/societyy.php
Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society
www.greig51.freeserve.co.uk/cn
nhss/
Cumberland Geological Society
www.cumberland-geolsoc.org.uk
Cymdeithas Daeaeregw
wyr Grwp De Cymru:
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)
www.swga.org.uk
June 16 Field meeting: Penderyn
n: disturbed
ground - Alan Bowring
July 21 Field meeting: Flat Holm - Chris Lee
August 11 Family Geology Day, Penarth
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru:
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association (LG)
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html
Devon RIGS Group
www.devonrigs.org.uk
Devonshire Association (Geology Section)
www.devonassoc.org.uk
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Dinosaur Society
www.dinosaursociety.com
Dorset Group (LG)
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological
Society
enquiries@dorsetcountymuseum.org
Earth Science Teachers’ Association
www.esta-uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
www.ehgc.org.uk
East Midlands Geological Society
www.emgs.org.uk
Edinburgh Geological Society
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org
Essex Rock and Mineral Society (LG)
http://www.erms.org/
June 13 Shale Gas and Fracking – Exploration for
Unconventional Hydrocarbons – Iain Scotchman.
June 15 The Evolution and Variety of Dinosaurs – Peter
Mockford
July 11 Puddingstone Querns & Millstones – Chris
Green.
July 20 Fossil Forum members show their fossil
collections.
August 8 Recording the Building stone of West Sussex
– David Bone.
August 17 Flint – Ros Mercer
Farnham Geological Society (LG)
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
June 8 Space Research on Surrey Hills – Dr Graziella
Branduardi-Raymont.
June 10 Field meeting: RIGS around Godalming, your
local rocks – a beginners guide.
July 13 Influence of Geology on Transport Routes
around Farnham – John Lonergan.
July 15 Field meeting: RIGS around Guildford &
Albury, Joint meeting with Reading GS.
August 12 Field meeting: Fossil Hunting in Sheppey.
September 21 When Volcanoes slept, Sedimentary
Systems, Life and Landscape during the formation of
the Palaeocene lava fields of the Hebridean Igneous
Province – Dr Ian Williamson.
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/ friends.html
GeoLancashire (LG)
www.geolancashire.org.uk
Geological Society of Glasgow
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk
Geological Society of Norfolk
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG)
www.hhgs.org.uk
June 13 The Earth’s surface in the Antropocene
– Prof Heather Viles.
July 11 Was Palaeogene volcanism on the Isle
of Skye, NW Scotland, initiated by meterorite
impact? – Dr Simon Drake
July 22 Field meeting: Herne Bay and Thanet
Coast
August 8 Members evening. Eastcote Treasure
Hunt.
September 12 A Plethora of Plesiosaurs – Life
in the Jurassic Sea – Sarah Brazier.
Hastings & District Geological Society
www.hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG)
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
June 14 Gas hydrates -David Riley
July 12 The myth of the pack hunting dinosaur
– Mike Howgate.
September 13 Geology of Essex – Gerald Lucy
Horsham Geological Field Club
www.hgfc.org.uk
June 13 Dinosaur diversity and extinction - Dr Paul
Upchurch
July 11 Microshark Fossils in the Chalk - Dr Charlie
Underwood
July 1 Field meeting: Langhurstwood
Huddersfield Geology Group
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk

Hull Geological Society
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk
June 2 Rock and Fossil Roadshow at Flamborough
Village Hall
July 15 Field meeting Filey - Rodger Connell
August 25 - Rock and Fossil Roadshow at Hornsea
Museum
The Jurassic Coast
www.jurassiccoast.com
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
www.kgg.org.uk
June 19 Darwin as a Geologist – Dr Chris Duffin.
The Kirkaldy Society - Alumni of Queen Mary (LG)
June 16 - 17 Field Trip to the Ipswich area. Leaders
Bob Markham and Mike Howgate.
Leeds Geological Association
www.leedsga.org.uk
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society (Geology)
www.charnia.org.uk
Liverpool Geological Society
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk
Manchester Geological Association
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
Medway Fossil and Mineral Society
www.mfms.org.uk
Mid Wales Geology Club
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk
Midweek Geology Club
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedia.com/
Milton Keynes Geological Society
http://mkgeosoc.org/
Mineralogical Society
www.minersoc.org
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG)
www.mvgs.org.uk
June 2 The 2 geo-viticultural field trip. Lower
Cretaceous vineyards – Dr Mark Elder
June 14 Summer Soiree: practical workshop studying
Lower Cretaceous wines.
September 7 Briefing for the North Devon field trip –
Dr Mark Eller.
Newbury Geological Study Group
www.ngsg.org.uk
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com
Norfolk Geodiversity Forum
www.norfolkbiodiversity.org
North Eastern Geological Society
www.negs.org
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists
Association (LG)
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga
June 13 Evening walk: Alderley Edge led by Eileen
Fraser
July 7 Field trip: Wren’s Nest led by Graham Worton
(BCGS)
September 8 Field Trip: Churnet Valley (with EMGS)
led by Dr Ian Stimpson
Open University Geological Society
www.ougs.org
Oxford Clay Working Group
Email: saurian@live.co.uk
Oxfordshire Geology Trust
www.oxfordshiregeologytrust.org.uk
Peak Lapidary & Mineral Society
http://web.onetel.net.uk/~thedannatts/PLMS/Index.ht
ml
Phoenix Geological Club
Email: kwaston@hotmail.com
Plymouth Mineral & Mining Club
www.denul.net/pmmc/
Reading Geological Society (LG)
www.readinggeology.org.uk
March 5 Fogo, Cape Verde Islands Prof Peter Worsley
Monday 9 Control the Drainage: The Gospel Accorded
to Sinkholes - Dr Tony Waltham
May 14 North Atlantic Igneous Province:
the East Greenland Geological Expedition, 1966 -
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Prof David Bell
June 4 Evening Geological Ramble
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
Kowethas Riel Dororiethel Kernow-Royal Geological
Society of Cornwall 1814
www.geologycornwall.com
The Russell Society
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk
Stamford and District Geological Society
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk
Teme Valley Geological Society
www.geo-village.eu
Tertiary Research Group
www.trg.org
Ussher Society
www.ussher.org.uk
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group
www.wgcg.co.uk
Welsh Stone Forum
www.museumwales.ac.uk/geology/welshstonefo
rum/about-the-welsh-stone-forum/
Westmorland Geological Society
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk
West of England Group of the Geologists’ Association
(LG)
www.wega.org.uk
West Sussex Geological Society (LG)
www.wsgs.org.uk
June 15 SMILE: a novel and global way to
explore solar-terrestrial relationships Graziella Branduardi-Raymont
June 27 Field meeting: St Botolph’s
Church – David Bone
The Woolhope, Hereford
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk
Yorkshire Geological Society
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk

SPECIAL EVENTS
September 15
Mole Valley Geological Society
Extraordinary Women Geologists From
Mary Anning to Now
http://mvgs.org.uk/
October 6-14
Earth Science Week
www.geolsoc.org.uk
Please enter details of events online
October 20-21 GA Conference
Lapworth Museum Birmingham
conference@geologistsassociation.org.uk
November 3
Festival of Geology UCL
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
November 4
Festival of Geology Trips
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
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Field Meeting Report:

Excursion to the Lapworth Museum of Geology,

3rd March, 2018

University of Birmingham
Leader: Johnathan Clatworthy, Lapworth Museum Director

By: Nicholas Pierpoint

My local geological group is now in the routine of scheduling
a field trip early in the calendar year to a geological museum.
There is an opportunity to explore the wonders of a new
museum beyond our own hinterland.
This year’s trip was to the Lapworth Museum of Geology at
the University of Birmingham. Which is about a two-hour
drive or rail journey from Hertfordshire. As the daylight is
short and usually the weather unpredictable in winter the trip
is typically in March – we did not factor in the ‘Beast from the
East’ or the ‘Pest from the West’. A party of eighteen was
reduced to seven as road transport was unpredictable and
risky in the snow and freezing conditions. The seven allowed
the train to take the strain which amazingly ran without much
strain, arriving in Birmingham on time.
The Lapworth Museum of Geology dates from 1880 being
one of the oldest specialist geological museums in the UK. It
is named in honour of Charles Lapworth, the first Professor of
Geology at Mason College, a precursor to the University of
Birmingham. The Grade II* listed building, retains its original
Edwardian setting and interior, revealing it was initially home
to the engineering department, the structural steel girders
are visible in the roof. The capacity to support engineering
activities made it ideal for an ambulance station/workshop
during WW 1 as this part of the University complex became a
hospital.
We were given a warm welcome and introduction to the
museum by Jon Clatworthy, during which he detailed the
heritage of the museum, refurbishment project and the 2017
journey towards the ‘Museum of the Year 2017’ finals. This
provided some insight into the extensive £2.7 million

redevelopment which is reflected by the contemporary
galleries and state of the art interactive exhibits; allowing the
visitor to explore and be captivated by the wonder of
evolution.
This was followed by a tour of the exhibits. As you entered
each themed gallery there was a ‘star’ exhibit to catch your
eye. One such was an interactive globe with some smart
graphic technology which illustrated amongst other things
how tectonic plates had moved through time. As anticipated
the mineral gallery sparkled, it was neatly laid out –
uncluttered and well lit. The museum has endeavoured to
captivate both adults and children with some innovative child
friendly glass fronted display cabinets.
There was a great rock wall from floor to ceiling, measuring
5m in height and with approximately 125 different rock
samples from across the globe. Illustrating a huge diversity
of colour, texture and fabric, it included sedimentary,
metamorphic and igneous rocks.
Who is Charles Lapworth? Perhaps one of the most
important and influential geologists in the late 19th and early
20th Century; born in rural Berkshire where he trained as a
teacher of English and Art. He was a self-taught geologist and
in his early work in the Southern Uplands of Scotland he
recognised the importance of the graptolite fossils for
correlation purposes. The detailed field work and his reinterpretation of structures in the Southern Uplands
prompted the Geological Survey to remap the area. Later his
work on the Lower Palaeozoic fossil assemblages allowed him
to demonstrate three distinct faunas; thus, enabling clear
distinction between the Cambrian (Sedgwick) and the
Silurian
(Murchison),
and
resulting in the Ordovician System
to be introduced into our
geological
nomenclature
by
Lapworth.
By the late 1870s his academic
reputation grew and in 1881 he
was appointed as first professor of
geology
at
Mason
College.
Following his re-examination of
the geological structure of the
Northwest Highlands he realised
that
the
superposition
of
metamorphosed
gneiss
and
quartzite on top of limestone was
due to thrusting.
It was behind the scenes that
our group enjoyed its greatest
treat of the day – although just an
hors d'oeuvre given our time
constraints,
we
had
the
opportunity to examine some of
Lapworths’ original documents,
handle the Dudley Bug Holotype
(Calymene blumenbachii), but
Figure 1: In front of the Rock Wall (Photo Lesley Exton)
also examine a wonderful
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set of Thomas Sopwiths’ 3D wooden Geological Models which
date from 1840’s. Sopwith who became a mining engineer,
built and used 3-dimensional wooden models of structural
and sedimentary configurations for illustrative and
educational purposes using difference coloured wood to
represent different strata.
We read through a lecture note book from one of
Lapworth’s students Beryl Leslie (1887); having checked the
GA records, we sadly did not find her name in the
membership records. The GA was open to all from 1858 - the
GSL opened its doors to female membership in 1919. On this

attached to a line hung across the front of the lecture theatre
and could be conveyed across the field of view by a pulley
system as Lapworth lectured. In all more than 30 illustrations
survive, varying from cross-sections to images of
Labyrinthodonts (fossil amphibia).
We are grateful to Jon for his time and enthusiasm as he
enthralled the group with his knowledge; and access to the
museum displays and treasures in the collections and
archives. Coats zipped and hoods up we all departed through
the snow to our trains.

Figure 2: Dudley Bug (Calymene blumenbachii)
(Photo Cathy Gallagher)

Figure 4: Banner of a Labyrinthodont (fossil
amphibia) (Photo Cathy Gallagher)

Figure 3: Collection Treasures; Platinum and Gold
(Photo Cathy Gallagher)

Figure 6: Thomas Sopwith 3D Wooden Models
(Photo Courtesy Lapworth Museum Website)

theme, there was some fascinating correspondence between
Sir Jethro Teall and Charles Lapworth bemoaning the
opposition, by an elderly clergyman, to females attending
GSL lectures. The clergyman was concerned about the
potential flirtatious interruptions. Teall, who became head of
the Geological Survey observed that most of the members of
the GSL were too ugly to promote flirtatious behaviour and
describe one of the elderly members as looking like a ‘gorilla’!
We examined cross-sections and notes from Lapworth’s
field work in Scotland – and also a wonderful set prints – an
early version of ‘PowerPoint’. There were a series of graphics
on fabric about 1.75m by 1.5m which would have been

Footnote: the 2018 GA Annual Conference (The Geology of
‘Mordor’) is being hosted at Birmingham University by the
Lapworth Museum of Geology, The Black Country Geological
Society and Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council on the 2021st October 2018.
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Book Review:

Disputed Earth: Geology and trench warfare
on the Western Front 1914 - 18

Author: Peter Doyle

ISBN 978-1-910500-87-3

We’ve known for a long time that Peter Doyle was the “go
to” person when one wanted to learn about the impact of
geology on the battlefields of the First World War, but now we
have the proof in writing. Peter Doyle’s book provides a much
deeper perspective on the importance of the battlefield itself
to the outcome of the battle.
Frequently the results of historic battles depend on how
commanders have used the lie of the land to their advantage.
Henry V at Agincourt used the funnel of
tree lined slopes to channel the French
men at arms into the killing zone of
marshy ground in the shallow valley
below his archers. The fact that the
French army poured into this zone simply
exacerbated the situation created by
Henry’s use of the land.
Wellington did the same at Waterloo,
having surveyed the ground long before
the battle, he knew that he could use the
reverse dip slope to his advantage
sucking the French on to the English
Squares. The Great War was similar to
some of the later wars of the 19th
century, such as the siege warfare of the
Crimea or the trenches and mining of the
American Civil War, but as it states in the
title of this book, this was a Great War –
where siege warfare was played out on a
400 mile front. This was not a one battle war where a major
engagement could decide the outcome; this was four years of
hell where one battle followed another across a landscape of
varying geology and the resulting topography.
This well structured account acknowledges the lead taken by
the German army, who recognised the importance of the
underlying ground very early on. They even had texts written
on the subject, most notably that by Hauptmann Walter
Kranz who first used the term Militärgeologie in 1913. By the
end of the war the German army had employed some 250
Kreigsgeologists with a further 60 employed by the AustroHungarian army. In contrast, the British army seems to have
stumbled its way into using geologists in the field by
accessing the services of Lieutenant W.B.R. King of the Royal
Welsh Fusiliers, who had previously worked for the Geological
Survey of Great Britain. Doyle doesn’t actually say in which
year King was first employed (presumably 1914), but he does
note that for a year he “worked in isolation” establishing
clean water sources for the British Expeditionary Force.
Given the enormous amount of excavations which took place
on the Western Front during the war years, including
trenches, underground galleries and tunnels for emplacing
mines beneath the opposition, let alone the daily need for
freshwater to supply both the millions of men in the field and
all their pack animals, one might assume that the army
engineers would have employed battalions of geologists, but
apparently this was not the case. The Australian Mining Corps
evidently arrived with their own geologist in 1916, but even
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then the British Brigadier-General appointed as the Inspector
of Mines records that he didn’t recognise the need for or
value of field geologists.
Doyle examines the regional geology of the western front in
considerable detail, particularly its impact on the front lines
adopted by the opposing forces. He then goes on to examine,
literally in depth, the affect the geology has on the trenches
being dug by both armies. This is fascinating and no doubt
critical to the squaddie on the front line.
From the Ypres Clay (London Clay) of
Flanders to the Chalk of the Somme and
Vimy Ridge, the geology was key to living
conditions, water supplies, shelter and
survival, this is vividly described in this
well illustrated book.
We would have liked Doyle to have drilled
down a little deeper into the impact of the
geology of Flanders and Northern France
by presenting what kind of landscape
would have faced the generals when they
initially arrived. In this way the military
historian would have been taken on a
scientific journey from the simple i.e. clay
–impervious, to the more scientific impact
of variations within the rock i.e. flint
layers within the chalk. In his defence, he
certainly describes the Sand, Clay and
Chalk of the region and discusses the
simple topographical characteristics of each of these rocks.
Once the strategists understood the landscapes in which
they had to fight, the tactics followed; these are well
described by Doyle and applied in order to overcome the
problems that arose from the landscape. The flooding, the
tunnelling and mining were all applied in different ways
depending on the nature of the rock over which each
offensive took place.
Doyle’s summary in his “Endword” suggests that even if the
Great War had not indicated enough the importance of
Military Geologists to the outcome of campaigns, then the
Second World War certainly did. War had not only become
industrialized and fought from afar, but where it still takes
place in the “field”, it is the scientific knowledge of the
geology and geography of the “field” that will certainly make
a difference and have implications for the outcome of the
conflict.
This softback book comprises 234 pages of well written,
easy to digest text with a further fifty pages of notes, a
glossary, full index and bibliography. There are a hundred and
seventy nine plates and figures, making it one of the most
comprehensively illustrated books we’ve used since first
getting our hands on Arthur Holmes Principals of Geology. If
you’re a geologist with a side interest in battlefields, and
there are probably a few such enthusiasts around, then this
is your book and if you don’t fit into this niche category, then
it’s simply a very good read.
Alan Bailey & Haydon Bailey
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Field Meeting Report:

China

4th - 20th September, 2017

Leaders: Profs.Hu Zhento, Wang Xianyan, David Bridgland & Jef Vandenberghe
By: Nikki Edwards, Christian Fisher, Martin Gibbing & Roger Lloyd
Outline of the trip
For some time, Professor Pan Boatian, Head of Department
at the University of Lanzhou had been trying to host a
conference for FLAG, (the Fluvial Archives Group). It was only
after four members signed up for Prof. David Bridgland’s
proposed GA trip to the conference that the complement of
attendees was sufficient and the conference went ahead.
China is a long way away, so why not add a bit of
sightseeing before the conference?
Plans were proposed, but only came to fruition after Dr
Zhenbo Hu offered to arrange for some of his PhD students
to act as guides. ‘Sarah’, Yuan and Lee did a brilliant job:
from meeting us at Beijing airport through to all but putting
us on the plane at Lanzhou airport to go home. Very little
signage has non-Chinese lettering, so getting around if you
cannot read Chinese is nigh on impossible.
So it was that we saw the Summer Palace, Forbidden City,
Tiananmen Square, and the Great Wall before travelling up to
307kph on the high speed train to Xian to see the Terracotta
warriors.
Then to Lanzhou for the conference.
A day of lectures set the scene for the 10 day field trip with
many distinguished experts. Each site prompted long
discussions but the good humour and developing
camaraderie allowed even non-experts to join in without
feeling intimidated.
Four of us had also signed up for a three day trip to see
glaciers in Tibet, and although unfortunately, the cloud base
didn’t afford an actual sighting, time was well spent.
An unexpected bonus was seeing the northern part of the
Great Wall. This was a loess-built wall, much lower than the
stone built monster of the tourist route being just sufficiently
high to prevent horse cavalry of a potential invader from

jumping over. It runs alongside the Gansu corridor, part of
the Northern Silk Road running northwest from the bank of
the Yellow River in Xian and was the most important route
from North China to the Tarim Basin and Central Asia for
traders and the military.
The Conference
The format for the day was described as a workshop and
indeed this is how it turned out. Speakers were allocated 15
minute slots to make their presentation and a further 5
minutes to answer questions. Participants came from
Portugal, the UK, Belgium, Canada, Germany and Russia.
David Bridgland opened the conference by describing the
supporting sponsors from the UK. These were the Fluvial
Archive Group, the Geologists’ Association and The
Quaternary Research Association. Our host sponsors were
from Lanzhou and Nanjing Universities.
We were briefed on the research facilities at Lanzhou
University. Ten technicians support eleven state of the art
research laboratories: Chronology, Geochemistry, Mineralogy
& Petrology, Sedimentology & Hydrology, Palaeomagnetism &
Environmental Magnetism, Hydrology, Tree ring analysis,
Micropaleontology, Environmental archaeology, Frozen
ground & carbon cycle, and Rock soil mechanics.
The theme for the day was the history and development of
the Yellow River in late Cenozoic and Quaternary times. This
was very broad in scope, so presenters covered a wide range
of topics often with different emphasis. In writing up the
day’s presentations the excellent descriptions in the
Quaternary Research Association Publication Titled “The
Quaternary of the Upper Yellow River and its Environs” was
the main reference. During the talks, presenters gave
summary details of their own research and amplifying
evidence for the interpretations set out in the Reference.
The Yellow River (Huang He in Chinese)
rises on the NE side of the Tibetan plateau
but takes a tortuous route to the sea
discharging into the Bay of Bohai. The early
River developed in the Eocene, draining to the
East but its course was subsequently changed
by progressive strike slip faults so that by late
Miocene to early Pliocene the river took on its
characteristic rectangular route around the
Ordos Block.
The plate tectonic collision
between the Indian subcontinent and the
Eurasian continent not only gave rise the
Himalayas but also formed the Tibetan
plateau. The two plates continue convergence
to this day and this accounts for the eastward
propagating extrusion of the plateau from
Late Cenozoic times and into the Quaternary.
The movement gave rise to extensional
tectonic activity, rifting, block uplift and the
formation of discrete basins often faultbounded or separated by narrow mountain
ranges. The upper Yellow river now flows
through five of these basins. The normal
Figure 1: The loess-built Great Wall of the Gansu Corridor
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with the Indian Monsoon from the SW,
and the other providing damp moist air
from the SE. A line could be drawn
separating the arid NW region from the
heavier rainfall in the remainder of the
country, see Figure 2. A strong
westerly wind blows for much of the
time. The prevalence of dust storms in
China is a meteorological phenomenon
that affects much of East Asia all year
round but is especially vigorous during
the spring months. The dust originates
in the deserts of Mongolia, northern
China, and Kazakhstan where highspeed surface winds and intense dust
storms kick up dense clouds of fine,
dry soil particles. These clouds are
then carried eastward by prevailing
winds and pass over China, North and
South Korea and Japan. Sometimes,
the airborne particulates are carried
much further, in concentrations
sufficient to affect air quality as far
east as the United States. The
Figure 2: Current rainfall pattern for China (www.chinamaps.org)
accumulation of dust material is the
basic constituent of the Loess deposits
processes of erosion have led to basin-filling and the that cover much of Northern China. Originating in glacial
formation of a peneplain like surface before downcutting took outwash plains or other arid poorly vegetated regions the
place. On top there is an aeolian deposit of loess. Fluvial deposits record multiple Milankovitch cycles.
incision, largely climatically driven, produced the river
Another presenter described the distribution of loess and
terraces which provided much of the evidence for dating.
the great thicknesses of the loess around Lanzhou, and
In summary, the Tibetan massif was built by the repeated proposed that the main origin of this aolian deposit was the
formation of thrusted narrow mountain belts. Thus both the Taklamakan Desert area in the far West of China, an arid area
ranges and basin fills are younger in the NE part of the providing copious quantities of silt during cold episodes of the
plateau including the area drained by the Yellow River. Quaternary. During warm interglacial periods soil horizons
Inferred sequences after the initial formation of the Mountain developed on the more stable and vegetated land surfaces.
-basin system during the Mesozoic, were the erosion of Research on the deposition of the loess centred on the
mountains and basin infill to form a peneplain surface different behaviours of loess silt separated by grain size.
followed by basin inversion and
fluvial incision.
The area of the Tibetan plateau
now drained by the Yellow River
was once occupied by basins that
were internally drained and it
was the focus of several
presenters to determine when
this internal drainage system
changed to a through flowing
river exiting in the sea. Starting
with the lowermost of the basins
one presenter showed that the
this basin was connected to the
sea between 3.63 and 1.24 Ma
implying that drainage to the sea
of the higher basins was even
later and subject to downcutting.
The process although subject to
tectonic causality also had a
climatic driver.
Another presenter described
the Chinese climate explaining
that there were two monsoon
Figure 3: Arsenic concentration (Rodriguez-Lado et al. 2013 Science 341,
seasons, one broadly associated
6148)
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Some larger grains were transported by
saltation. Finer silt grains were transmitted in
the lower layers of the atmosphere while the
finest silt dust could be transported high into
the atmosphere. A recent notable event
tracked the Chinese silt right across the
Pacific. We were left in no doubt about the
dangers of dust storms on the Central Asian
plains with alarming pictures of advancing
dust clouds coursing across the countryside.
Deposition of aeolian silt sediments has
been taking place since the Miocene.
Milankovitch cycles could be seen in the loess
deposits. Dating techniques on the loess put
most of the deposition taking place during
Quaterary climatic fluctuations. Underlying
the yellowish loess-paleosol sequence of the
Chinese Loess Plateau (CLP), were thick
deposits of finer red clay. This clay is a late
Tertiary deposit also of aeolian origin as
determined by geochemical analysis and
grain size measurement. These aeolian
Figure
sediments had been deposited on the CLP
continuously since the Miocene, (at least 8
Ma) and provide an excellent record of paleoenvironment and
dust flux variations. Some red clay had been fluvially
reworked as evidenced by traces of cross bedding, channel
forms and boulders within the basal section.
The dating of the loess paleosol succession began with the
matching of various records of Quaternary climatic
fluctuations. Oceanic oxygen isotope records provided a
baseline correlation. Further confirmation of dating by
luminescence, palaeomagnetism, electron spin resonance
and cosmogenic radio-nuclide techniques helped establish an
accurate geochronology for the Yellow River terrace
sequence.
We were privy to the incision of the Yellow river as
represented by its terraces, supporting evidence from sporepollen records and a comparison of loess-soil records from
the Lhanzou area with the marine Oxygen isotope stages.

4: Lanzhou; looking across the University grounds

Another interesting topic was a multi-disciplinary
investigation into the prevalence of arsenic poisoning of the
Chinese population.. Some 30 million people were exposed to
high levels of arsenic through their water supplies causing
skin cancer and other diseases. Although the burning of coal
is a source of arsenic, attention was focussed on recent
sedimentation in afflicted areas. Numerous core samples
were taken going back in time to the beginning of the
Quaternary period. Analysis showed that there were often
high levels of arsenic in the most recent sedimentary
depositions taking place in the last 20K years. Deeper
reservoir levels showed very little arsenic. Surface water was
often contaminated by industrial effluent and sewage while
ground water often had dangerous levels of arsenic. Studies
showed that a number of mountain ranges were sources of
the arsenic, see Figure 3 showing a map of high probability
of arsenic contamination in China. Oxidised arsenic is
relatively safe but oxidation had not taken
place in contaminated areas.
This account gives only a flavour of the day
and does little justice the excellent
presentations we were privileged to attend at
Lanzhou University. It was a most informative
day.
The Yellow River Field Excursion
The Yellow River field excursion was led by
Professors Hu Zhenbo (Lanzhou University),
Wang Xianyan (Nanjing University), David
Bridgland (Durham University), and Jef
Vandenberghe
(Vrije
Universiteit
Amsterdam). They were assisted by a
wonderful group of Chinese colleagues and
students who made the seven-day excursion
thoroughly enjoyable. Crammed into two
buses and resplendent in red baseball caps,
the participants came from UK, Russia,
Germany, Portugal, Netherlands, and Canada,
accommodated along the way in some new
and unbelievably well-appointed high-rise
hotels.
Figure 5: Participants enjoying their meal
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continues to cause active faulting. Our
leaders took us through a bewildering
landscape of Miocene to Quaternary basin
creation and filling, river incision through
mountain ranges, and basin destruction.
Along the line of the Yellow River, thrusting of
narrow mountain belts has generated a
“basin-and-range” topography, and the river
has been incessantly buffeted by the vagaries
of tectonics.
As mountains rose, the Yellow River and its
tributaries cut some spectacular gorges. The
group peered over the precipitous edge of
Longyang Gorge, 600 m deep and incised in
perhaps as little as 250,000 years, based on
age dating by the trip leaders, their
colleagues and students. As the river cut
down, a staircase of terraces formed, each
mantled by gravel and perched on the
hillsides high above the modern river. Terrace
specialist David Bridgland never tired of
pointing out the beautifully rounded boulders,
Figure 6: Waterwheel by the Yellow River at Lanzhou
imbricated to show the former direction of
The Yellow River rises in the Tibetan Plateau and swings river flow. On one terrace surface, Peter del Strother picked
north around the Ordos Loop through the Loess Plateau. The up ventifacts with sharply angled facets, sculpted when winds
river then crosses the North China Plain to the Yellow Sea, swept an abandoned terrace. Some of the beautiful pebbles
laying down an enormous load of silt and breaking out in are described by Christina Fisher in a separate account.
devastating avulsions. For thousands of years, China’s
Where the rivers eroded more widely through softer
emperors engaged in the world’s most intense river material, generations of villagers worked the landscape into
engineering before the modern era, sometimes spending as an intricate array of agricultural levels where we saw a range
much as 10% of the imperial budget on river management.
of dry-season crops. Participants were especially pleased to
The discussion meeting was held at the university in see large flocks of red-beaked choughs, a rare bird in Europe,
Lanzhou, a modern city with several million inhabitants and engaging in aerobatics or clinging to the faces of sand pits.
forests of high-rise buildings – including a startling view from
A curious feature of the landscape was planation surfaces,
the hotel. The bus took us past modern industrial complexes flat-lying parts of the landscape cut across bedrock high
and abandoned factories, testimony to China’s complex above the modern river. The surfaces represent periods in the
development into the 21st century. The group visited Miocene and Pliocene when the rivers eroded laterally during
outcrops along roads, ravines, and dams, experiencing times of greater tectonic stability, reducing the landscape to
spectacular geology, historic and modern China, and (not a peneplain. Later, renewed uplift promoted river incision
least) delectable food.
through the planation surfaces. Rhythms of planation and
Engagingly, Lanzhou was once the
Waterwheel Metropolis, so named for the
many enormous bucket systems for gravity
irrigation, perfected in the 1500s. As recently
as 1952, some 250 waterwheels lined the
river banks, and we spent an hour watching
the gigantic wheels raising water from the
river. In the late 1200s, Marco Polo travelled
along the river downstream from Lanzhou on
his way to the court of Khubilai Khan. Not to
be outdone culturally by Marco, Roger Lloyd
engaged in Tai Chi with a local group,
brandishing an umbrella, and Nikki Edwards
featured in selfies with many friendly and
cheerful people along the way.
The buses took us several hundred
kilometres from Lanzhou as the crow flies.
But no crow ever followed such a winding
route over mountain passes and through
ravines. Our route traversed the rugged
northeast margin of Tibetan Plateau, where
stress from the Cenozoic collision of India
with Asia propagated far inboard and
Figure 7: Imbricated terrace boulders with flow from the right
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disconnected river and lake segments.
Carving a gorge below the Loess Plateau, the
river finally made it to the Pacific. Thus, one
of the world’s largest rivers is actually very
young geologically as a connected system.
Was the region glaciated? Participants
engaged in an active debate at a cliff of rubbly
gravel and mud high in the mountains by. Was
it till, debris flow, or slope wash? Most agreed
on a non-glacial interpretation. But at another
site, Jef Vandenberghe pointed out contorted
sediments below the land surface -- cryogenic
features indicative of a former cold climate.
A highpoint of the excursion was a visit to
the gem of Qinghai Lake at 3000 m elevation,
perhaps formerly part of the Yellow River
system. Near the lake with its bordering sand
dunes, the buses passed large herds of yaks,
sheep and goats, with drovers on horseback,
groups of yurts, and a few camels. We visited
a Buddhist temple with prayer flags and
prayer wheels, where a group of monks
Figure 8: Cliff of loess, resting on thin terrace gravel (line at
received instruction, some with cell phones
centre), cut into bedrock below.
and I-pads. A small shrine in the mountains
incision invite links to early landscape models proposed for
featured solar-powered chanters. We crossed large upland
the Colorado Plateau by William Morris Davis, whose ideas
tracts covered with ground-squirrel colonies.
were brought to China in the early 1900’s by American
Day 7 took us to a Badlands area termed the Jingtai Stone
geologist Bailey Willis.
Forest National Geopark around 160km downstream of
Among the most impressive features were huge buildups
Lanzhou. The Park was located on the Northern side of a
of buff-coloured loess up to 400m thick in this area – the
great bend in the Yellow River which had clearly incised the
largest accumulation of windblown dust on Earth,
towering walls of rock bounding the northern side of the
commencing about 8 million years ago in the Miocene. With
River. (see Figure 9). The Badlands were formed of basin fill
abundant sediment accessible from the uplifting Tibetan
sediments (sandstones and conglomerates) fluvially
Plateau, westerly winds transported enormous volumes of
deposited in late Cenozoic times. Our transport headed North
dust from the deserts and river plains of Central Asia, which
on a narrow unmade track for about 15 km before changing
became increasingly arid as global cooling set in. The loess
direction to the South East. It became apparent that our track
accumulated in basins across the area and far out into the
was now in the upper reaches of a wadi-like feature named
Pacific. So much dust was brought down that it began to
the Yinma Great Gorge. The trackway widened as we
accumulate on the terrace gravels as soon as the river
descended and the walls of the canyon took on a hoodoo-like
abandoned them, eventually burying the entire landscape.
Our introduction to loess was at a building site
where,
among
partly
constructed
skyscrapers, terrace gravels and a cap of
loess was visible through green wrappings
designed to keep the dust down during
construction.
An unexpected component of a river
excursion was a series of lake basins,
formerly isolated by tectonic activity, where
hundreds of metres of sediment built up
during the Miocene and Pliocene. Some of the
lake sediment may originally have been loess,
settling into the lake or washed in by rivers.
As river gorges were cut, the lakes became
connected to through-going drainage and
emptied out. Rivers and gully erosion
generated impressive badland tracts as the
lake sediments were dissected. The bus took
us along winding roads through an intricate
fretwork of ravines, gullies and pinnacles,
where landslips and boulders frequently
covered the road.
Within the past two million years, the Yellow
Figure 9: Ravines and donkey carts in badlands by the Yellow
River finally connected up a series of
River.
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Figure 10: Outcrop of probable slope wash in the mountains
appearance with numerous pinnacles separated by deep
incisions. We stopped at the first sign of touristic activity and
were invited to walk the remainder of the track to the point
where the wadi joined the Yellow River. Tourists were
approaching from the river end and arrived, some on foot but
others by horse/donkey drawn carts. One of our number
showed initiative in leaping aboard one of the returning carts
and saved herself a few metres. From here on information
points provided a guide to what we were seeing but often
resorted to non-geological observations. We were
intrigued by the sandwich like appearance of near
horizontal indentations in the canyon walls. These
features were probably washed-out sand lenses.
We inferred that the hoodoo features, were actually
the elements of the Stone Forest! Eventually we
arrived at the wadi bottom where we had a splendid
view of the Yellow River looking upstream (WSW).
We could see a small village on the well wooded flat
lands between the Yellow river and the sweep of the
Geopark. Here we sought out a small but excellent
restaurant for a late lunch meal. Satisfied, we
climbed aboard our vehicle for our return to
Lanzhou.
For those of us who took British geology degrees
decades ago, the later Cenozoic was relegated to a
single lecture - in contrast to weeks on the
Devonian, Jurassic and Cretaceous. It was widely
considered that a) there was no late Cenozoic of
any interest in Britain, b) the glaciers had destroyed
anything that might have been of interest, and c) it
was all geography anyway. Mercifully, those days
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are long gone! Many thanks to the excursion leaders for
showing us some truly magnificent recent geology and
providing the participants with an unforgettable experience.
Rock samples
We collected a number of rock samples from the Tibetan
Plateau and from several locations in surrounding environs.
Given the turbulent geological nature of the area and the fact
that we obtained the samples from river terrace gravels, we
saw a wide range of rock types, some in situ and others which

Figure 11: Metasedimentary rock with faults
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Rock with Cross-Lamination
This fine-grained sandstone shows lenses of
ripple cross-lamination a few centimetres in
thickness. The ripple troughs contain mud; the
migrating ripples of coarser sediment were
ultimately superimposed on the troughs. Some of
the soft sediment was deformed and convoluted
before sedimentation, as seen in the upper left.
Silicified Rock
The rock is sedimentary, and may have been a
limestone or in part, a finely banded chert;
however, it has been fully silicified over time. Note
the distorted structure in the lower portion,
indicating extensive deformation.

Figure 12: Rock with cross lamination

Rock with Trace Fossils (not figured)
This sandstone has trace fossils, possibly the
branching burrow systems of Chondrites which cut
through the lamination and have been differentially
cemented. Unusually they stand out on a vertical joint face.

had been transported by river systems, both past and
present. The area has had a very complex history with
extensive tectonic and fluvial movement, and so it is
difficult to make assertions based on location data alone.
However, the samples below have interesting stories to tell
about their own history and serve as a microcosm of the
history of the area over time. They all have their own
beauty.
Metasedimentary Rock with Faults
This is finely layered gneiss. The rock shows complex
deformation in the middle and lower layers, and it has
suffered significant ductile deformation.However the
deformed specimen has also been faulted (the left-hand
side in the image), implying brittle deformation. The rock
was most likely buried to lower crustal depths and partially
melted. It was then brought back up towards the land
surface with a regime of lower temperature and pressure,
where a portion of it fractured and rotated in the fault
plane, and then was re-cemented.
Figure 14: Granite
This is one of the very few fossils that we found on
our trip. Chondrites is often associated with lowoxygen environments in marine settings.
Granite
This is an unusual rock, literally, two rocks in one!
The outer part is composed of granite with feldspar,
biotite mica, hornblende, quartz and muscovite.
The darker material in the front of the specimen
and inside the granite is a xenolith, a sliver of the
country rock which has been engulfed by the
granite. This suggests that the fragment was near
the edge of the pluton at some point in its history,
and either entombed there, or sank to greater
depth as the granite crystallised. The fragment of
country rock may originally have been gneiss, or it
may have been a sedimentary rock that suffered
thermal alteration in the magma.
Figure 13: Silicified rock
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Figure 15: Good advice

HERITAGE WEEKEND SPECIAL LECTURE

ORGANISED BY THE MOLE VALLEY GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

EXTRAORDINARY WOMEN GEOLOGISTS: FROM MARY ANNING TO NOW
Dr Christopher Duffin
Natural History Museum, London
3.00pm on Saturday 15th September. Venue: The Main Hall of the Dorking United Reformed Church, 53 West Street, Dorking. RH4 1BS
(www.dorking.urc.org.uk)
ABSTRACT
The contribution of women to geology is only recently being recognized. Women were not admitted as Fellows of the Geological Society of London until
1919. Early women geologists were primarily palaeontologists, E.G. Etheldred Bennett (1776-1845), and the Lyme Regis fossilists Mary Anning (1799-1847)
and the Philpot sisters. Later Inge Lehmann (1888-1983) discovered the Earth’s inner core. Marie Tharp (1920-2006) discovered the mid-Atlantic ridge. Janet
Watson (1923-1985) did pioneering work on the Pre-Cambrian. Several lady geologists have gone on achieve distinction in other fields, notably Dr Marie
Stopes (1880-1958), Rachel Workman (AKA Lady MacRobert) (1884-1954), and Dame Jane Francis (1956-).
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The Geologists’ Association

Festival of Geology 2018
University College London, Gower Street, London
WC1E 6BT
10:30 - 16:30

No pre-registration necessary, just turn up on the day:

Entrance Free

Provisional Programme
Saturday 3rd November

Exhibitors from Around the World:
Fossil and mineral displays from local group, books, maps,
tours of UCL, building stones, and laboratories
Discovery Room: Rockwatch activities
Moon Rocks

4 Geological Talks

Sunday 4th November
Range of Field Trips to include:

Building Stone Walks

For further information:
C ontact Details
Tel 020 7434 9298
www. http://geologistsassociation.org.uk/
www.rockwatch.org.uk

Registered Charity no. 233199
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Rockwatch News
By Susan Brown

Rockwatch, the junior club of the GA, has had an excellent
start to the current field trip season with a number of exciting
visits to a wide range of sites.
We made our first ever visit to the Alfred Gillett Collection
housed in Street, Somerset, recently. The museum staff went
to great lengths to make this a very special visit for our
young geologists and their parents during our ‘behind the
scenes’ visit. Comments from two of our (now) adult
Rockwatch members who are both in their first year at Bristol
University reading geology, give their views of the visit:
Jack Lovegrove writes: “The trip to Street was a fascinating
experience. The Ichthyosaur fossils contained in the Alfred
Gillett Collection are amazing and a must see for any budding
geologist. The geological walk (around Street led by Susanna
van Rose) showed us the interesting ways that the geology
and history of the area have influenced each other. Would
highly recommend (a visit)”.
Philip Vixseboxse says: “The Rockwatch trip to Street was a

Figure 2: Geodetectives at Boxgrove Priory
good specimens does spur them on to be really diligent when
they are looking for fossils to add to their own collections. We
then headed off to Mapperton Quarry so the youngsters could
find their own fossils, at which they proved remarkably
successful, finding ammonites, belemnites, bivalves and
gastropods in these Inferior Oolite deposits.
We had an excellent day with David Bone firstly at Boxgrove
Priory where everyone practiced being a geo-detective,
identifying the Priory building stones, looking for fossils
within those stones and learning a little about ancient
recycling of building materials. It is not a new phenomenon
at all! After a picnic lunch in the sunshine we headed off to
Bracklesham Bay where there Eocene age fossils in
abundance can be found at low tide. Rockwatchers are never
disappointed with their finds from this site and today proved
no exception. Shark’s teeth, ray palates, Nummulites,

Figure 1: Examining Ichthyosaur remains in the
Alfred Gillett collection
great success - not only were the children able to get upclose to incredible Ichthyosaurs, but the leaders explained
why each of these specimens were so interesting. Many of
the Ichthyosaurs had exploded during the process of
fossilisation; a rather disgusting (but fascinating) thought!
They also gave us a wider context about the fossils, where
they were found, and the work being done to record them
digitally. Finally, we went for a walk around Street, noticing
numerous fossils in the walls, as well as an Ichthyosaur
weather vane!”
Both Jack and Philip are keen to continue their help with,
and support for, Rockwatch during their time at Bristol as
their studies permit, and we greatly welcome their input.
We had an excellent day at Horn Park and Mapperton
Quarries in Dorset in late March with Bob Chandler. The
children got to see some superb Jurassic ammonites at Horn
Park which is an SSSI, so no collecting there. But seeing such
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Figure 3: Horn Park Quarry
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Hebrides. This is another new site for Rockwatch and
promises some spectacular geology as well as interesting
wildlife. And at the end of July there’s our flagship trip, the
annual residential week on the Jurassic Coast of East Devon
and Dorset. So lots of interesting sites for our budding
geologists to enjoy during the early summer, with more to
come for later in the year.
I would like to express our thanks to everyone who supports
and help us on our field trips. We really are very fortunate
because those who help are experts in their field and so our
young members are getting ‘top notch’ guidance during their
early introduction to geology. And, in addition, because we
require the youngsters to be accompanied by a parent or
responsible adult, they too, are getting a lot of geological
knowledge – excellent ‘added value’ to a Rockwatch
membership!
Figure 4: On Bracklesham Beach
Turritella, bivalves, mainly Cardita planicosta for example.
Lots of all these fossils were found, so everyone was very
happy with their fossil finds. And this time, we had glorious
sunshine rather than driving rain!
Eddie Bailey led a Silurian field trip to Lea Quarry, which,
while not a new site for Rockwatch members is very popular
and always yields some excellent fossils from its Much
Wenlock Limestone Formation. After the recent run of wet
weather, there were fossils aplenty including vast numbers of
brachiopods, especially Atrypa reticularis, lots of small bits of
trilobites which really thrilled the finders. Abundant coral
finds such as Favosites, Halysites and Heliolites excited the
youngsters, especially the chain fossil Halysites which is
particularly attractive! There were also some rather good
fossil gastropods and crinoid ossicles found so it was a really
exciting day with lots found to take home.
Moving on to some Early Bird events, in mid June, we have
a morning workshop and private tour of the Etches Collection
Museum in Kimmeridge with a field trip with Steve Etches
and Museum staff to the beach at Kimmeridge in the
afternoon. Our annual South Wales weekend with Steve
Howe is in mid July this year. We are planning to explore the
geology of the Pembrokeshire Coast which will be really
exciting as the geology is quite spectacular. Also in July, we
have a four night field trip to the Isle of Eigg in the Inner

Figure 6: Lea Quarry; some of the youngsters with
their trilobite finds

Figure 7: Harry’s trilobite

Figure 5: Detail of Layla’s trilobite

For any youngster interested in the natural world, the gift of
Rockwatch membership will open a range of opportunities to
support their interests, as our former members attest by
their willingness to continue to help us on field trips, writing
articles for the Rockwatch magazine and by their profiles on
the Rockwatch website www.rockwatch.org.uk for example.
I do feel extremely privileged to chair such a vibrant and
fascinating geology group for young people as Rockwatch and
to be able to help them to develop and enjoy learning more
about Planet Earth through their Rockwatch membership.
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Curry Fund Report
By Jonathan Larwood

In March the Curry Fund Committee supported one of the
three applications it received – a comprehensive publication
on ‘The Geological Sites of the Bristol Region’. This is a
collaborative project co-ordinated by The Bristol Regional
Environmental Records Centre (BRERC). The full colour
volume will describe the geology and geomorphology of the
old Avon area and is largely based on the Local Geological
Site records held by Bristol Regional Environmental Records
Centre (BRERC). It will form part of their ‘Wildlife of the
Bristol Region’ series (see www.brerc.org.uk) and after much
discussion, eventually a grant of £3,000 was offered.
It is also worth noting that the Mary Gillham Archive Project
has now completed – the Curry Fund supported this in
September 2017. Mary Gillham (1921-2013), a prolific
naturalist and wildlife writer, amassed a large archive of
documents, slides, diary notes and more. The Curry Fund’s
small grant enabled the South East Wales Biodiversity
Records Centre to add her geological observations and
illustrations
to
the
on-line
archive
at
www.marygillhamarchiveproject.com – an example of what
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you can find is shown below:
It was also agreed to establish the Curry Fund certificate (to
celebrate over 30 years of grant giving) to recognise the best
projects that have come to completion in any given year.
We’ll now work on the details of this and hopefully be able to
award the first certificate at the 2019 AGM.
Lastly, after over 30 years of service and unbounded
enthusiasm, Susan Brown has decided to step down as the
Curry Fund Secretary. Her experience will not be lost as she’ll
remain on the committee and I will take up the secretarial
duties.
The next meetings of the Curry Fund are the 8th June and
the 7th September, 2018. For more information on how to
apply
for
funding
support
please
go
to:
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
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How to find ‘geostuff’ near you
Wouldn’t it be great if I could learn a bit more about the geology around where I live? I’d like to
know if there are any museums, geological trails or geological groups that I could visit. I could
‘Google around’ and I may find some of the bigger attractions, but maybe not…
I live in Nottingham, so what’s near me? Wollaton Hall’s Mineral Gallery? The City of Caves in
the Broadmarsh Centre? How about the British Geological Survey’s Geological Walk?
Unfortunately, they are all hard to find unless you know what to search for...
However, the British Geological Survey has produced a simple Google map that should
help you find geology resources near you. The GeoUK and Ireland map shows ‘geostuff’
such as geological trails, geoparks, geological groups, resourcesfor loan, museums and
discovery centres. The maps includes about 400 of the GA’s guides. Search on a town,
city name or postcode and the map will show you a set of different-coloured drawing pins.
Click on a pin to reveal further information and a website link.
What about the numerous resources that aren’t on the GeoUK and Ireland map? You can
make the GeoUK and Ireland map better by putting your local resources on the map.
Simply enter a few details into the online form on the GeoUK and Ireland page, and your
pins should appear on the map within a few days.

John Stevenson, Education and Engagement Manager at the British Geological Survey.

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/geobritainmap/
Please use this URL to link to the map from instances where it is mentioned above.
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The Geologists’ Association
AnnualConference 2018
The Geology of ‘Mordor’
Exploring the incredible geology and mineral wealth of
the Black Country, that powered the ‘workshop of the world’ and inspired
iconic art and literature

Provisional Programme

Friday 19th October( &%(% ((",#)
&+()&*!(%*#.(,#&''-&(*!+)+$& &#& .
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Saturday 20th October
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*+()Topics/speakers to date:
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Speaker (tbc): % !"!"!"!%
Colin Knipe: " !%!"!%
Ben Evans:  # !"
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Conference Dinner **!'-&(*!+)+$& &#& .

Sunday 21st October
Range of excursions to include:
The limestone geology and fossils of the Black Country(%))*
*"&%#*+()(,"%#+"% %#*("'"%*&*!#"$)*&%,(%)
The Coal Measures geology of the Black Country Coalfield
The Building Stones &+(of Birmingham City Centre

For further information and registration:
Visit; www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
or email: conference@geologistsassociation.org.uk
Registration opens 1st April 2018
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